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California Proposition 65 compliance statement 
 

California Proposition 65, also known as the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic 

Enforcement Act of 1986, requires businesses to provide warnings to Californians 

about significant exposures to chemicals that cause cancer, birth defects, or other 

reproductive harm.  

IKT Electronics Ltd is committed to ensuring compliance with California 

Proposition 65 regulations. For us as a contract electronics manufacturer, this 

means providing information to our customers - OEMs if our products contain any 

of the chemicals listed by the state of California as being known to cause cancer, 

birth defects, or other reproductive harm. 

IKT Electronics Ltd is a supplier of custom populated printed circuit boards 

and cable-harness products that are not intended as consumer products. Each part is 

made to order and to the design and material specifications provided by the 

customer. This makes individual analysis of the products for Prop 65 substance 

content impossible. 

The PCBAs manufactured by us may contain small amounts of chemicals 

listed in Prop 65. The most prevalent is metallic nickel, which is used as a plating 

aid for gold adhesion in bare circuit boards. Also lead can be found in HAL Pb 

PCB surface and in subsequent solder joints (if the OEM-customer requires option 

using lead-containing manufacturing). Some wires that are used in the 

manufacturing and are required by OEM-customer’s design may also contain Prop 

65 substances. 

IKT Electronics Ltd believes that the electronic parts manufactured and 

supplied by us do not bring exposure risk through ingestion, inhalation, or 

absorption through the skin. Nevertheless, we expect customer’s operators to 

always wear appropriate personal protective equipment, including gloves, when 

handling the parts until they are fully enclosed in a finished product. Once 

enclosed, we believe, there should be no significant opportunity for exposure or 

release of the substances contained in products under normal or reasonably 

foreseeable usage. However, it’s up to our customer to evaluate the risks and 

decide whether to apply warning for the finished product. 

Our dedication to compliance extends throughout our supply chain, and we 

work closely with our suppliers to ensure our and our customers’ awareness of the 

materials and components content used in our products and their compliance to 

Proposition 65 standards. 
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